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Utrecht University Library: some facts
• Main location open 87 hours a week, 1800 study places
• Two locations
• Over 100 km of books and journals (80% in deposit, 20% 
on open shelves)
• Recently: thousands of e-books
• 250.000 loans/ 4 million downloads of articles a year
• Open Access Archive: 27.000 articles, high position  in 
Webometrics ranking
• 18 Open Access journals 
• 33+ Virtual Knowledge centers (Collaboratories)
Utrecht University repository: Igitur Archive
• Started already in 2000 (small pilot project)
• Strong incentive: national DARE project (2003-2006)
• Supported by the University Board
• Aims to be a complete collection of full text versions of 
the publications of Utrecht scholars
• Populating the repository is hard work
Dspace @ Utrecht University: E-Depot
• Use of DSpace since 2004
– Archiving (Metadata and Bitstreams)
– Harvesting
• Contents:
– Publications of Igitur Archive
– Masterfiles of digitized books and maps
– Publications of (OA) Igitur Journals
– Student Theses
– Electronic Course Readers
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Igitur Archive: some facts
• Contains now over 27.000 documents (largest OA 
repository in the Netherlands – one of the largest in 
Europe)
• #19 in the Ranking Web of World Repositories (2010)
• Document types
- articles 
- theses
- research papers, speeches etc.
OA policy Utrecht (June 2009)
Utrecht University believes that the results of publicly financed research should,
in principle, be freely accessible for everyone. Therefore, Utrecht University
recommends that the publications of Utrecht scholars be deposited into
the Utrecht repository, the Igitur Archive, so that as many publications as
possible may be made openly accessible. In concrete terms, this means 
that Utrecht University will stimulate the delivery of the publisher versions of 
publications via Metis to the Igitur Archive. These publications will also be
made freely accessible if permitted by the publisher. 
Repository workflow
Add / ingest (SIP)
• Uploading documents in the local repository: via CRIS
• Interface CRIS - DSpace
• Library staff controls metadata and does the final 
archiving
Preservation (AIP)
• Locally (DSpace)
- Daily backup
- Storage capacity is sufficient
• Longterm preservation is provided by the Royal Library 
(harvesting)
Publishing/ Presentation (DIP)
• Local services: Igitur Archive, Student Theses Archive 
• National services: NARCIS (formerly DARE-net)
• International services: DRIVER, BASE, OAIster etc.
Plaatje LQ toevoegen
Statistics Igitur Archive
National website: NARCIS



National cooperation 
• Life after DARE-project (after 2007)
• Continuation of ongoing work in Working Groups
• University Libraries, KB, DANS, CRIS  and NARCIS
• Working Group Infrastructure (developers)
• Working Group Repository Managers 
• Coordination by repositories themselves (instead of SURF)
• Focus on innovation of services
• Metadata
• Enhanced publications / Linked Data
• Research data
• DAI
• DOI
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Enhanced publications:
SURF-project Enhanced e-theses
• What?
– Collecting 25 enhanced e-theses
• Why?
– Doctoral candidates are willing to make their research 
data available (OA) and researchers can reuse their 
data 
• How?
– Archiving publications and related materials
– Describing and storing links between objects
– Using OAI-ORE model as a way to exchange enhanced 
e-theses and make them discoverable
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20-5-2011 Proefschriften Plus project 21
20-5-2011 Proefschriften Plus project 22
Enhanced Publications
• Outcome
– Labour-intensive job to get and enter all the metadata 
needed
– DSpace is not ready yet to deal with enhanced 
publications
– Just a small number of doctoral candidates were willing 
to cooperate
• Labour intensive
• Not willing or allowed to share
• Timing is bad: Start of a new career 
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Enhanced Publications in 2011
• 6 new projects in the Netherlands
• Data model for enhanced publications
– OAI-ORE / RDF / Linked Data
• End of 2011: accessible through NARCIS
• Long term preservation: DANS and KB
• Two tools to support enhaanced publications:
– Creation: Enhanced publications editor 
– Presentation: Resource Map Visualizer
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Thank you!
Martin Slabbertje
m.slabbertje@uu.nl
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